
Today we will go over the next four exercises in the book Joseph Pilates wrote: 

The Swan Dive

The One Leg Kick

The Double Leg Kick

The Neck Pull


Triadball

Theraband

Spiky ball or tennis ball or similar 

Joseph Pilates book “Return to Life through contrology” was written as an at home 
workout practice. When you registered you received pictures of the mat exercises and 
the flyer/brochure Return to Life. We received this flyer and the pictures from one of our 
clients when we were teaching and living in NYC. The flyer/proposal was for the start of 
a project called “American Foundation For Physical Fitness”. In it Joe writes; “Hence 
Contrology’s method must be rigorously scientific: in accord with the dictates of human 
anatomy, physiology and psychology.” We feel it is therefore essential to integrate the 
latest science and understanding of anatomy, physiology and psychology into the 
method in order to stay true to the intent of the method. If we just do the exercises as 
he wrote them without integrating the latest science we believe we would be going 
against his intent. In this 4 week program we are going to “dissect” the exercises and 
the cues written, add science to it, and put it all together so that you understand the 
exercises and Joe’s intent better. For this we will use some of the principles of 
Spiraldynamik. Spiraldynamik is a therapy and movement model that was created 
almost 30 years ago in Zurich by Dr. Christian Larsen and French physiotherapist 
Yolande Deswarte. Spiraldynamik is a way to look at the body and creates a roadmap 
of how the body moves. For a quick overall explanation you can visit YouTube 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxkmHfHPOBk&t=51s
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12. The Swan-Dive

48 

INSTRUCTIONS for "The Swan-Dive" 

Pose 1 

and 
Pose2 

Pose3 

Pose4 

NOTE 

Take position illustrated 

(a) INHALE SLOWLY
(b) Head raised upward and backward as far as possible
(c) Chest raised high from mat or floor
(d) Raise arms upward and sideward in line with locked

shoulders
(e) Turn palms upward (right to left)
(f) Legs (close together) stretched and raised off mat or

floor
(g) Toes (pointed) forward and downward (knees

locked)
(h) Body rigid
(i) Back locked
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY as you "rock" forward
(b) INHALE SLOWLY as you "rock" upward

Repeat the foregoing "rocking" exercise six (6) times. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose 3 - Keep back locked, legs off mat or floor, head back, anns rigid, shoul
ders locked. 
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The Swan Dive 

Joe’s other versions  

Differences 

Arm position  

Leg position 

Extension of the spine 

Cat stretch 

Full lunge position 

Spine extension and rotation 

Spine extension with Triadball  
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13. The One Leg Kick
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INSTRUCTIONS for "The One Leg Kick" 

Pose 1 

Pose2 

Pose3 

Pose4 

NOTE 

(a) Take position illustrated
(b) Arms stretched backward
(c) Firmly pressed to sides of body
( d) Fists clenched
( e) Face down and
(t) Chin touching mat or floor
(g) Toes (pointed) forward and downward
(h) Knees locked
(a) Lie on abdomen
(b) Head up
(c) Raise chest above mat or floor
( d) Stretch arms forward to right angle position
( e) Rest clenched fists on mat or floor
(t) Stretch legs (close together) straight backward
(g) Keep knees locked
(h) Toes (pointed) forward and downward
(a) INHALE SLOWLY and
(b) Raise legs about 2" above mat or floor
(c) Try to snap-kick heel of right leg to buttocks
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY while
(b) Stretching right leg backward and with
(c) Heel of left leg
(d) Try to snap-kick heel of left leg to buttocks

Repeat the foregoing exercise six (6) times - right and left. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose 2 - Head up. Chest above mat or floor. 
Pose 3 - Keep toes (pointed) above mat or floor. 
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The One Leg Kick - the single leg kick 

Joe’s different versions 

Differences:  

Upper body extension 

Hip extension 

Prone leg extension series
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14. The Double Kick
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INSTRUCTIONS for "The Double Kick" 

Pose 1 

Pose2 

Pose3 

Pose4 

NOTE 

(a) Take position illustrated
(b) Lie flat with head resting on arms
(c) Stretch legs (close together) straight backward
( d) Knees locked
( e) Toes (pointed) forward and downward
(a) Rest chin on mat or floor
(b) Fold arms backward
(c) Grasp fingers of left hand with right hand
(d) Stretch legs (close together) straight backward
( e) Knees locked
(f) Toes (pointed) backward and downward and
(g) Raised about 1" above mat or floor
(a) Raise legs forward to right angle position
(a) INHALE SLOWLY
(b) Thrust chest out with head thrown back as -far as

possible and at the same time
(c) Raise arms (locked) from body
(d) Stretch backward (tensed) as far as possible, then
(e) Snap-kick legs (tensed) straight backward and
(f) Raised as high as possible from mat or floor

Repeat foregoing exercise five (5) times. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose 4 - Keep head up as high as possible. Keep arms stretched backward as far 
as possible without touching body. 
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The Double Kick - the double leg kick 

Joe’s other versions: 

Differences 
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15. The Neck Pull
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INSTRUCTIONS for "The Neck Pull" 

Pose 1 

Pose2 

Pose3 

(a) Take position illustrated
(b) INHALE SLOWLY
(c) Clasp hands (fingers firmly interlocked) behind

head
( d) Toes (pointed) up and backward
(a) Bend head forward, chin touching chest
(b) Abdomen "drawn" in
(c) Toes (pointed) upward
(d) Spine "bowed" forward off mat or floor
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY
(b) Tense and press legs firmly downward against mat

or floor

Pose4 

NOTE 

(c) Slowly raise body upward and forward to position
as indicated

( d) Toes (pointed) upward
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY
(b) Bend body forward until head and knees meet if

possible, as illustrated
(c) Keep elbows straight backward until shoulder

blades lock
( d) INHALE SLOWLY while
( e) Returning to Pose 3 position
(f) EXHALE SLOWLY while
(g) Returning to Poses 2 and 1 positions

Repeat the foregoing exercise three (3) times. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose 1 - Keep toes (pointed) upward. 
Pose 2 - Keep legs pressed firmly to mat or floor (if necessary, placing cushion 
Oil feel). 
l'osc 4 - Elbows straight backward until shoulder blades lock. 
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The Neck Pull 

Joe’s different versions 

Differences 

Pulses 

Difficulties 

Proportions 

Mobility 

Strength 

Roll down with Triadball 

Mobility 

Reverse tick tock - variation

Thread the needle with Triadball

Strength  

Kathy Grant pulses 
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